Extracellular matrix-penetrating nanodrill micelles for liver fibrosis therapy.
As hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) are essential for hepatic fibrogenesis, HSCs targeted nano-drug delivery system is a research hotspot in liver fibrosis therapy. However, the excessive deposition of fibrosis collagen (mainly collagen I) in the space of Disse associated with hepatic fibrogenesis would significantly hinder nano-formulation delivery to HSCs. Here, we have prepared a collagenase I and retinol co-decorated polymeric micelle that possess nanodrill-like and HSCs-target function based on poly-(lactic-co-glycolic)-b-poly (ethylene glycol)-maleimide (PLGA-PEG-Mal) (named CRM) for liver fibrosis therapy. Upon encountering collagen I barrier, CRM exerted a nanodrill-like function, efficiently degrading pericellular collagen I and showing greater uptake by human HSCs than other micelle formulations. Besides, CRM could realize excellent accumulation in the fibrotic liver and accurate targeting to activated HSCs in mouse hepatic fibrosis model. Moreover, CRM loaded with nilotinib (CRM/NIL), a second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitor used in the treatment of liver fibrosis, showed optimal antifibrotic activity. This work suggests that CRM with dual function is an efficient carrier for liver fibrosis drug delivery and collagenase I decorating could be a new strategy for building more efficient HSCs targeted nano-drug delivery system.